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Abstract

The concept of an endothermally stabilized chemical reactor as an enthalpy-
coupled thermokinetic system is introduced, and given precise mathematical ex-
pression in the form of a four-dimensional dynamical system. Criteria are defined
for which the system is free of all kinds of thermal misbehaviour. This important
dynamical result defines bounds for a large region of the parameter space within
which the reactor may be operated safely. The formalism of singularity theory
is extended to bifurcation surfaces in a study of multiplicity and stability in the
CSTR problem.

Incidents involving the thermal runaway of chemical reactions occur frequently and
disastrously in the chemical industry; sometimes with tragic loss of human lives and
injuries to present and unborn generations, and always with considerable damage to the
environment, property and other economic losses. To appreciate the need for strategic
research in this area, one has only to be reminded of the tragedy that occurred at
Bhopal, India, in 1984, where many thousands of people lost their lives in horrific
circumstances after a thermal runaway reaction occurred in- a storage tank at the
Union Carbide plant. Although the magnitude of the effect of this accident has no
antecedent, the frequency of qualitatively similar incidents is such that the causes and
consequences of thermal runaway are of great concern to the chemical industry and
the wider community.

Investigations of such incidents usually report on the diverse external, secondary,
or putative causes. However, the primary dynamical cause of thermal runaway is that
the rate of heat generation by reaction is exponential, while the rate of heat removal by
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conventional cooling systems is only linear. It is not difficult to see that the exponential
rate of self-heating of a reacting mass can rapidly overtake the linear rate of cooling
and become uncontrollable.

In the ENDEX project (Gray & Ball (1999), Ball & Gray (1999)), novel determin-
istic dynamical models have been developed for chemically reacting systems in which
exothermal and endothermal reactions are coupled thermokinetically, so that the rate
at which one reaction self-heats is counterpoised by the rate at which the other self-
cools. However, dynamical behaviour of formidable complexity may be expected from
even the simplest array of coupled nonlinear systems. In mapping the bifurcation be-
haviour of a prototypic ENDEX system over a dynamical state space of four variables
and a parameter space of 12 dimensions, it is best to grow it from a related simpler
system that can be^characterized fully. Thus a complete study of multiplicity and sta-
blity in the single-reaction CSTR problem has been carried out (Ball (1999)), which
provides the conceptual and operational base for a singularity theory analysis of the
ENDEX system.

The formalism of singularity theory is extended to bifurcation surfaces, and some
outstanding questions regarding the structure of the parameter space are answered.
The multiplicity boundaries of the adiabatic CSTR model are shown to form a three
dimensional surface, an irreducible object which is fundamental to our understanding of
this model and its more complex gradientless perturbations. Extension of the analysis
to the diabatic model reveals the need for finite coupling between feed and coolant
temperatures in order to achieve a smooth embedding of the diabatic into the adiabatic
parameter space. This resolves a paradox previously unreported in the singularity
theory treatment of the CSTR; the existence of which leads to a subtle problem of
overdetermination at the theoretical level, and prevents the smooth application of
singularity theory to reactor design at the applied level. It is shown that the highest
order singularity, the winged cusp, is present only for zero or finitely coupled feed and
coolant temperatures; otherwise it is trapped at infinity. Evidence is presented that
indicates a correspondence between the number of physically different quantities in a
system and the highest codimension of degeneracy in the mathematical model.

A careful interpretation of the parameter dependence of oscillatory instabilities as
well as the steady-state bifurcations help to explain the physical origins of thermal
misbehaviour such as hysteresis and non-classical thermal runaway. In many liquid-
phase reacting systems, such as the contaminated tank of methyl isocyanate at Bhopal,
thermal runaway can be shown to be the consequence of a switch in stability of a
branch of limit cycles, rather than classical hysteretic ignition. In this work, particular
attention is drawn to the fundamental differences between hysteretic and double limit-
cycle ignition (figure 1).

The bifurcation set of the CSTR problem can be considered to be a subset of the
bifurcation set of the ENDEX system. Consideration is given to the effects on the
on the bifurcation structure of the parameter space of thermal mismatching, kinetic
mismatching, and of variations in the thermal exchange, mass flux, and heat loss rate
parameters in turn. The qualitative equivalence between the kinetically matched adi-
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Figure 1: (a) Ignition at a point of no return, or limit point, and extinction via a
homoclinic terminus, (b) Double limit-cycle ignition occurs when there is a dissipative
coupling mechanism.

abatic ENDEX scheme and the single-reaction adiabatic CSTR is demonstrated, with
reference to the role of the specific enthalpy ratio. Numerical analysis shows that either
kinetic mismatching of the reactions or imperfect heat exchange may introduce Hopf
bifurcations into the adiabatic system, a result that is both philosophically and prac-
tically important because it shows that limit cycles are not restricted to nonadiabatic
thermokinetic systems. The coefficients of thermal exchange, mass flux, and heat loss
are found.to induce distortions of the surface of saddle-node bifurcations (the limit-
point shell) through codimension 2 bifurcations. The steady-state and oscillatory-state
degeneracies are discussed with reference to the design and operational implications
for a working system.

The dynamical states of the ENDEX system have also been studied. If we apply
"perfect matching conditions" and a comparison theorem of differential inequalities, a
result is obtained that defines unequivocally a broad range of thermokinetic param-
eter values over which the ENDEX CSTR remains free of thermal excursions. It is a
rare dynamical result of considerable generality in the area of thermokinetic systems
analysis.
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